THE RACE TO THE TOP TO REDUCE PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT

Adam M. Gershowitz*

This Essay offers an unconventional approach to deterring prosecutorial misconduct. Trial judges should use their inherent authority to forbid prosecutors from appearing and handling cases in their courtrooms until the prosecutors have completed training on Brady v. Maryland, Batson v. Kentucky, and other types of prosecutorial misconduct. If a single trial judge in a medium-sized or large jurisdiction imposes training prerequisites on prosecutors, it could set off a race to the top that encourages other judges to adopt similar (or perhaps even more rigorous) training requirements. A mandate that prosecutors receive ethics training before handling any cases is comparable to the enhanced training requirements that some state legislatures impose on indigent defense lawyers. This Essay argues that trial judges arguably have the inherent authority to impose a training requirement on prosecutors to ensure the orderly administration of justice.

INTRODUCTION

Prosecutorial misconduct is a serious problem in the United States. Unfortunately, the two main mechanisms to deal with the problem—lawyer disciplinary boards and adjudicatory remedies—have not been up to the task. State ethics boards rarely discipline prosecutors1 and courts rarely reverse convictions for prosecutorial misconduct.

In recent years, scholars have suggested that there is a greater role for courts to play in regulating lawyers.2 That focus has primarily been on state
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Trial judges—the judges who see prosecutors in their courtrooms day in, day out—should impose minimum training requirements on prosecutors in order for them to appear as counsel to litigate cases in their courtrooms. Until prosecutors have completed satisfactory training on topics such as *Brady v. Maryland,*\(^3\) *Batson v. Kentucky,*\(^4\) and improper argument, judges should simply refuse to allow the prosecutors to handle cases in their courtrooms. No formal policy ruling is necessary from a state supreme court. No ethics code need be drafted, debated, or interpreted.

If a judge demands adequate training before prosecutors can handle cases in her courtroom, the district attorney’s office will then have two options to comply: (1) shift better-trained prosecutors (who already have completed the judge’s training requirements) into that judge’s courtroom or (2) provide the necessary training to more of the office’s prosecutors.\(^5\)

Option one, to shift better-trained prosecutors, would be cheaper and easier, but it will likely upset the other judges in the courthouse who would lose the services of the better-trained prosecutors who had been practicing in their courtrooms. Judges are competitive and territorial and thus strongly resistant to being left with what they may see as an inferior group of lawyers compared to the lawyers practicing in front of another judge in the courthouse.\(^6\) Moreover, all judges seemingly oppose prosecutorial misconduct and should want to take the same steps as their colleagues to prevent it. And, of course, judges are strongly averse to being reversed on appeal,\(^7\) especially when their colleagues down the hall might be reversed less often.

If judges oppose prosecutorial misconduct, hate being reversed, and do not like being left with less qualified lawyers, what will they do when a colleague imposes training prerequisites that capture the better-trained prosecutors? Most likely, the other trial judges will insist on the same (or better) training and competency than the first-mover judge down the hall.

The best analogy to this cascade of events is the “race to the top” that has long been a fixture in corporate law scholarship. The race to the top theory provides that when states compete, they develop their law in a way that is
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5. The district attorney’s office could also challenge the legality of the trial court’s training order. As discussed in Part IV, infra, the legality of such an order is unclear.
better for shareholders and thus more optimal for the firms themselves.\(^8\) In short, competition promotes better rulemaking and more optimal results.

There has been almost no discussion of a race to the top in criminal justice or legal ethics scholarship.\(^9\) Nor does there appear to be competition between judges to capture the best prosecutors or reduce prosecutorial misconduct. At present, judges wear the robes, but they do not call the shots about which prosecutors practice in their courtrooms and how prepared those prosecutors must be to avoid misconduct. District attorneys’ offices file criminal charges and the top management of the offices send whichever prosecutors they want into the judges’ courtrooms.\(^10\)

Yet, the playing field is ripe for trial judges to turn the tables and insist on minimum prosecutorial training and to trigger a race to the top. Judges are the masters of their courtrooms. They control when court starts, when it stops, and nearly every other official decision that happens in between. Judges have inherent authority to set a minimum dress code, to hold lawyers in contempt, to discipline counsel, and to deny pro hac vice motions. This Essay goes a step further and argues that trial judges’ inherent authority should extend to requiring that prosecutors complete a minimum amount of training to avoid *Brady*, *Batson*, and improper argument.

I sketch the argument by breaking it down into four parts. Part I explains the current system in which the district attorney’s office assigns prosecutors to courtrooms. Part I also describes how judges presently exert no authority over the training of the prosecutors in their courtrooms. Finally, Part I briefly explores how the current system allows for prosecutorial misconduct to occur by accident. Part II then reviews the race to the top theory and explains how it could apply in criminal courthouses—particularly in medium-sized and large jurisdictions—around the country. Part III explains that some states and counties have imposed minimum training standards but only on defense attorneys appointed to represent indigent defendants. Finally, Part IV considers the legal basis judges could invoke to impose training requirements on prosecutors.
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10. Of course, trial judges sometimes become exasperated with particular prosecutors and they occasionally pressure the higher-ups in the district attorney’s office to move a prosecutor to another courtroom. For the most part, however, it is the district attorney’s office that controls which prosecutors go to which courtrooms. And it is the district attorney’s office that typically decides how much training its lawyers must complete.
I. THE CURRENT RACE TO NOWHERE

A. Judges Do Not Pick Their Prosecutors

With over 2300 prosecutors’ offices across the country, the method of assigning prosecutors to cases obviously varies. For purposes of this Essay, I want to put aside federal cases and small-town prosecutions, which together account for only a modest portion of the nation’s criminal cases. Instead, I wish to focus on the bulk of criminal prosecutions that take place in state courts in medium-sized and large jurisdictions.

Most jurisdictions have multiple judges—sometimes dozens of judges—who handle criminal cases. In these jurisdictions, it is common for a prosecutor to be assigned to a particular courtroom for months at a time. The judge does not decide which prosecutors will practice in front of her. Rather, the top brass in the district attorney’s office assign prosecutors to particular courtrooms. A prosecutor might spend a year in a felony court. If the prosecutor has been assigned to a demanding or difficult felony judge, the management of the district attorney’s office may then give that prosecutor a break on the next assignment and place him in a lower-stress position—
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instance, the misdemeanor division—for a few months, before reassigning him to a more onerous role in another courtroom.  

On rare occasions, judges become extremely upset with particular prosecutors and ban them from their courtrooms. In other cases—it is hard to know how often—judges likely complain to the top management of the district attorney’s office and pressure them to reassign a prosecutor to a different court. But these cases are the exception that proves the rule. The key point is that the management of the district attorney’s office decides which prosecutors will be assigned to which courtrooms.

B. The Problem of Prosecutorial Misconduct

With millions of criminal prosecutions per year and about 25,000 prosecutors in the United States, there is ample opportunity for prosecutorial misconduct. Some of this misconduct is the result of prosecutors purposefully withholding favorable evidence or intentionally striking jurors based on their race. It is difficult to stop prosecutors who are intent on flouting the rules.

But much prosecutorial misconduct is accidental, and therefore, there is a chance to prevent it through increased training and awareness. For example, the most common type of prosecutorial misconduct is a Brady violation in which prosecutors fail to turn over favorable evidence to the defense. Some Brady violations are accidental. For instance, imagine that a domestic violence victim initially tells police officers that she was injured by falling, not because she was hit by her partner. The police officers do not believe the victim’s initial story and after continued interviewing, the victim eventually tells the officers that she was in fact abused. Strongly believing the victim’s initial story to be untrue (and lacking detailed training on how to spot Brady evidence), the prosecutor might fail to turn the initial statement over to the defense. In other words, because the prosecutor does not believe the initial story about falling down, he might not realize he is dealing with Brady material. And because the Brady doctrine does not turn on the 
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prosecutor’s good faith, the prosecutor’s actions may constitute reversible error.

While future prosecutors take criminal procedure classes in law school, additional training and office-wide examination of prior mistakes is important to keep them from committing Brady violations and other misconduct. Perhaps supervising prosecutors have long been providing the robust training necessary to avoid misconduct. And perhaps the new progressive prosecutor movement has enhanced the amount of training prosecutors’ offices provide their lawyers. But many experts are skeptical. Prosecutors are overburdened with huge caseloads. Good training, especially if it involves travel to conferences, is expensive and, with limited budgets, it is hard for offices to ensure that all of their prosecutors receive the training they need.

Additionally, some offices may not believe their prosecutors need extensive training to avoid misconduct. Some elected district attorneys are primarily interested in holding onto their jobs (or improving their chances for higher office) rather than in the professional development of their line attorneys. Even ethical prosecutors who are trying to follow best practices
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22. Law schools do not do a particularly good job of teaching future prosecutors to avoid misconduct. Most students do not take the “bail to jail” criminal adjudication course, where Brady is covered. For those who do take the course, the Brady doctrine typically occupies only a portion of one class session. And during that class session, students primarily learn about U.S. Supreme Court case law that neatly packages the Brady violation in a judicial decision, instead of the much more difficult task of how to spot Brady problems and make decisions about disclosure.
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likely underestimate the extent of the prosecutorial misconduct problem because they are susceptible to in-group bias.\textsuperscript{31}

The legal system has developed multiple avenues to deal with the problem of prosecutorial misconduct. Lawyers are subject to discipline by state ethics bodies. Appellate courts can reverse convictions. And appellate judges can go further by calling out prosecutors in their opinions and shaming them for misconduct.\textsuperscript{32} These approaches are ex post however and have seemingly not had a substantial impact in reducing misconduct.\textsuperscript{33} An earlier intervention point might therefore be beneficial.

II. THE RACE TO THE TOP: COMPETITION AMONG TRIAL JUDGES FOR THE BEST-TRAINED PROSECUTORS

How could judges act earlier to prevent prosecutorial misconduct? The answer, perhaps surprisingly, is that a trial court could impose minimum training standards for avoiding prosecutorial misconduct. Unless prosecutors complete that training, the judge would not allow them to handle cases in the judge’s courtroom. By insisting on adequately trained prosecutors, the judge can create a race to the top that will lead more judges to demand the same (or better) training, which in turn will force district attorneys’ offices to provide enhanced training to their prosecutors. This part describes how a single trial judge could cause that cascade and how it would resemble the race to the top theory prevalent in corporate law.

Let us start by imagining the court system in a large county. The county courthouse has twenty-two felony courts, fifteen misdemeanor courts, and three juvenile courts.\textsuperscript{34} The top management of the district attorney’s office assigns three prosecutors—whichever three prosecutors the elected district attorney wishes—to each courtroom. This amounts to 120 line prosecutors assigned exclusively to specific courtrooms. As detailed in Part I.A above, judges ordinarily have no say over which prosecutors will be assigned to their courtrooms.

Now imagine that the trial judge in Felony Court 1 imposes a rule that no prosecutor can appear in her courtroom unless that prosecutor has had three hours of \textit{Brady} training, including simulations, in the last two years.\textsuperscript{35} The

\textsuperscript{31}. See Gershowitz, supra note 19, at 307.


\textsuperscript{34}. This example is drawn from Harris County, Texas.

\textsuperscript{35}. There are, of course, large and difficult questions of how the training would operate. For instance, what should be included in the training, who should design it, and who should administer it? There is some scholarly work on this topic. See, e.g., Bennett L. Gershman, \textit{Educating Prosecutors and Supreme Court Justices About Brady v. Maryland}, 13 LOY. J. PUB. INT. L. 517, 521 (2012) (offering an example of a \textit{Brady} training syllabus, along with problems prosecutors should have to study). The questions are thorny, however. If judges designed the training, it might improve their understanding of the law. On the other hand, the prosecutor’s office has a greater understanding of the different policing agencies it interacts with and the
three prosecutors currently assigned to Felony Court 1 do not meet this standard. Indeed, only a handful of prosecutors in the entire district attorney’s office have completed such training in the last two years.

The district attorney’s office has three choices in responding to the training order from the judge: (1) challenge the legality of the judge’s training demand, (2) abandon the felony cases in Felony Court 1, or (3) move prosecutors who have completed the necessary training from their other assignments so that they can practice in Felony Court 1. As explained in Part IV below, there are plausible reasons why the district attorney’s office should lose a challenge to the trial judge’s order. Option two is even less tenable because an elected district attorney cannot simply abandon serious felony charges against a large swath of the county’s felony defendants. There is therefore a very good chance that the district attorney’s office will choose option three and move the prosecutors who have completed the required training into Felony Court 1.

The three prosecutors being moved into Felony Court 1 have to come from somewhere else, of course. Imagine that those prosecutors had been stationed in Felony Courts 7, 8, and 9. How will the judges of those courts react? It is quite possible that the judges in Felony Courts 7, 8, and 9 will feel like they are losing out and that another judge is taking something from them. The natural reaction of the judges in Felony Courts 7, 8, and 9 may therefore be to impose the same training requirement as the judge in Felony Court 1.

If the judges in Felony Courts 7, 8, and 9 match the rule imposed by the judge in Felony Court 1, the district attorney’s office will have a serious problem. Instead of having to come up with three prosecutors who meet the requisite ethics training, the district attorney’s office now has to find twelve of its prosecutors who have completed the requisite training. And that assumes none of the other felony, misdemeanor, or juvenile court judges (a total of thirty-six other judges in this jurisdiction) follow suit and impose the same training requirement.

Perhaps there are many prosecutors who have gone out and completed additional training on prosecutorial misconduct in their spare time. But that is not likely. Instead, the more likely scenario is that the district attorney’s office will have to provide extensive Brady training to a lot more of its prosecutors.

Of course, more training will not stop prosecutors who desire to intentionally flout the rules and engage in prosecutorial misconduct. But additional training that is repeated every few years will likely be beneficial to the type of prosecutors who commit the accidental misconduct described in Part I.B above. Therefore, judges competing amongst themselves for better-trained prosecutors leads to a better rule (more training) and hopefully a more optimal result (less prosecutorial misconduct).
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gaps where police and prosecutors could drop the ball on Brady disclosures. Because of space constraints, I leave these challenging questions for future analysis.
Moreover, it is possible that the improvement could go one step further. Imagine the same scenario above: the judge in Felony Court 1 adopted a minimum training requirement that resulted in prosecutors being reshuffled around the courthouse. This time, however, imagine that things did not end there. Let’s say that the judge in Felony Court 2 decides he likes the idea of capturing the prosecutors who have been best trained to avoid Brady violations. The judge in Felony Court 2 therefore decides to impose an even more rigorous training requirement than the one initially imposed by the judge in Felony Court 1. Now the prosecutors will receive even more extensive training. Assuming we believe that more training is beneficial, this scenario begins to resemble the race to the top theory.

Corporate law scholars have long debated whether competition among states leads to more optimal outcomes for shareholders. Corporate managers can choose to incorporate in states where the law is more favorable to management, or they can incorporate in states where the law is more favorable to shareholders. One theory—the pessimistic one—is that the market for corporate law creates a race to the bottom in which states compete to have the best set of rules that are favorable to management.\(^{36}\) Because management should be acting for the interest of shareholders, not themselves, seeking out legal regimes favorable to management is bad, hence the term “race to the bottom.” The other school of thought—the optimistic one—is that market competition among states creates a race to the top in which management selects the states that have the best developed law that favors shareholders and thus the success of the firm.\(^{37}\) Put differently, so long as there are a sufficient number of states and so long as such states internalize the full impact of the laws they promulgate, competition between such jurisdictions will result in optimal laws—a race to the top.

The race to the top literature is mostly absent from the criminal justice world.\(^{38}\) And for good reason. States do not really compete with each other when designing their criminal laws and procedural rules. Nor do states have to internalize the full cost of the rules they adopt because prosecutors can exercise prosecutorial discretion to ignore or minimize the effects of some laws and because appellate courts can rely on doctrines like harmless error to eliminate the benefit of procedural protections.

Nor is the race to the top theory a perfect fit for the concept of judges competing for prosecutors, as described above. But it is also not a terrible analogy either. Think of judges as the states (like Delaware, for instance). Then think of the prosecutors as firms that the judges are competing for. Finally, think of the judges’ rules about minimum prosecutorial training as the governing legal regimes (like a states’ corporate law). Put simply, judges (the states) are designing a legal regime (training rules) that will attract the
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best prosecutors (the firms). To complete the analogy, the citizens (the shareholders) benefit by having better-trained prosecutors and hence, less prosecutorial misconduct.

The analogy is of course imperfect. The line prosecutors are not choosing the judges they will appear in front of. Nor are the judges internalizing the full costs of the training rules they have promulgated. Those costs are instead pushed off on the district attorney’s office, which must train (or pay for someone else to train) the prosecutors.

My point is not to suggest that competition among judges for the best-trained prosecutors perfectly matches the race to the top theory developed in corporate law. Instead, my point is to think about the race to the top idea in the big picture. When a judge imposes a training requirement, it can set off market competition with other judges and a chain of events that will result in more optimal training for all prosecutors. In a big picture sense, this is a race to the top in which a single judge operating in a larger system can trigger improved outcomes for the criminal justice system at large.

III. TRAINING STANDARDS FOR DEFENSE ATTORNEYS

The idea that lawyers must complete adequate training before they can begin handling important cases is not novel. Indeed, it is not even novel in the criminal law world. In some jurisdictions, criminal defense lawyers must meet requirements, beyond what is ordinarily required to practice law, to represent indigent defendants. Appointed lawyers must complete more training than civil lawyers and privately retained criminal defense lawyers before they can handle appointed cases. These enhanced standards—which primarily come from legislatures—provide a model for imposing additional training requirements on prosecutors.

Texas is a good example of a state that imposes additional requirements on appointed lawyers. For many years, some Texas judges had free rein to appoint whoever they wanted to—including unqualified lawyers—to represent indigent defendants.39 In 2001, the Texas legislature passed the Fair Defense Act,40 which requires that counties “adopt and publish written countywide procedures for timely and fairly appointing counsel for an indigent defendant” and to “ensure that appointments are allocated among qualified attorneys in a manner that is fair, neutral, and nondiscriminatory.”41

In implementing this requirement, Harris County, Texas, (home to the state’s largest criminal justice system) requires attorneys to attend ten hours of continuing legal education (CLE) each year, including one hour of ethics instruction, before they can be appointed to represent indigent defendants. Harris County also requires that appointed lawyers “agree to attend CLE programs as directed by the Presiding Judge.”42 Smaller counties in Texas

41. TEX. CODE CRIM PROC. ANN. art. 26.04(a), (b)(6) (West 2020).
42. See HARRIS CNTY. CRIM. CTS. LOCAL R. 24.5.1.7.
have likewise imposed CLE requirements for criminal defense lawyers to qualify as appointed counsel.43

Jurisdictions in other states have also required advanced training for appointed defense lawyers before they can be appointed to represent indigent defendants. For instance, lawyers in Craven County, North Carolina, must have at least twelve hours of CLE credit specifically in the area of criminal jury trials in order to be appointed to handle serious felony cases.44 Other North Carolina counties have similar requirements.45 In adopting new standards, the executive director of North Carolina’s Office of Indigent Defense Services explained that existing attorneys could remain on the list but that, “to the extent that there are continuing education requirements to remain on a list, all counsel will need to meet those training requirements.”46

New York’s indigent defense commission also encourages its counties to require training before criminal defense lawyers can be assigned appointed cases.47 Other states, such as Ohio, have specific training requirements for defense attorneys appointed to handle capital cases.48

There are surely more examples from across the country. My point is not to catalog the requirements imposed on court-appointed counsel, nor is it to suggest that CLE credit is an adequate solution to the myriad problems with indigent defense in the United States. Rather, these examples simply highlight that some legislatures and court systems have imposed minimum training requirements on appointed criminal defense attorneys beyond the minimum requirements for other attorneys. Put simply, in many courtrooms across the country, criminal defense lawyers cannot set foot inside a courtroom to defend indigent defendants unless they first complete minimum training requirements.

The examples above from Texas, North Carolina, New York, and Ohio might suggest that prosecutorial training requirements should come from state legislatures or statewide rules committees. Yet, it does not appear that

these actors have shown interest in imposing such requirements on prosecutors. Perhaps the reason is that prosecutors have a powerful lobbying presence that would oppose statewide mandates.49

The next part therefore considers whether trial judges would have a legal basis for imposing prosecutorial training requirements in the absence of legislative action.

IV. THE LEGAL BASIS FOR TRIAL JUDGES TO IMPOSE MINIMUM TRAINING STANDARDS

Can trial judges insist that prosecutors undergo training before being allowed to handle cases in their courtrooms? I will sketch both sides of the argument.

For courts that want to maintain the (unfortunate) status quo, there is a plausible argument that trial judges lack the authority to impose a training requirement on prosecutors. Trial courts do not set the standard for admission to the bar or the ethics standards with which lawyers must comply.50 In state court—where most criminal prosecutions occur—it is the state supreme court (typically through its designated board of bar examiners) that usually sets the rules for who is allowed to practice law.51 Lawyers sometimes shoulder additional requirements, such as the criteria described in Part III for appointment to represent indigent defendants. But these additional requirements are usually imposed by state legislatures or their designees. In short, trial judges have never been imbued with the power to set additional qualifications for the practice of law. This argument is straightforward and would maintain the status quo.

A contrary argument can be imagined, however, by piecing together three traditionally separate areas of judicial authority: (1) the general inherent authority of courts, (2) judicial power to ban lawyers from courtrooms for misconduct, and (3) the power to deny pro hac vice motions.

A. Inherent Authority

Both federal and state courts regularly exercise inherent authority to regulate the lawyers who appear before them.52 In doing so, judges


50. An additional challenge would be making clear that requiring training before prosecutors can handle cases is not the same thing as disqualifying the entire district attorney’s office. Federal courts have taken a very dim view of efforts to disqualify entire offices. See United States v. Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 875 (10th Cir. 2003) (“[W]e can only rarely—if ever—imagine a scenario in which a district court could properly disqualify an entire United States Attorney’s office.”).


52. See generally Fred C. Zacharias & Bruce A. Green, Federal Court Authority to Regulate Lawyers: A Practice in Search of a Theory, 56 VAND. L. REV. 1303 (2003) (discussing inherent authority to regulate federal proceedings, the authority to admit and disbar lawyers, and intrinsic power to set standards governing professional conduct).
sometimes impose obligations beyond what is codified in professional codes. In *Chambers v. NASCO, Inc.*, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a district court’s decision to shift attorneys’ fees to sanction bad faith litigation tactics. The Court explained that federal courts hold inherent power to, inter alia, control admission to the bar, punish contempt, and ban disruptive persons from the courtroom. That inherent power “can be invoked even if procedural rules exist which sanction the same conduct.” State courts have likewise claimed inherent power to regulate lawyers.

Courts’ inherent power to regulate attorney conduct is not unlimited, of course. Legislatures can impose some statutory restrictions on courts’ inherent power. Moreover, as two leading scholars have recognized, even absent statutory restrictions, “not all arguably wrongful conduct is sanctionable under the inherent authority.” Inherent authority should be limited to situations that threaten the judicial process, and sanctions imposed by courts should be proportionate to fall within inherent authority. Moreover, not all regulations imposed by trial courts should be permissible under inherent authority. As Professors Fred C. Zacharias and Bruce A. Green recognized with respect to federal courts, it is easier to justify regulation “when it is directed at conduct that threatens the fair and efficient resolution of judicial proceedings.”

A court rule requiring prosecutors to receive *Brady* training before being allowed to handle cases in the courtroom certainly aids the fair and efficient resolution of judicial proceedings. And such a rule is not a sanction for misconduct; it is the inverse—a prophylactic rule designed to avoid misconduct from occurring in the first place. To date, I am aware of no decision testing whether such a training rule would be permissible. But as discussed below, judges have exercised their authority to ban prosecutors and other lawyers from their courtrooms as a sanction for misconduct.

### B. Judges Can Ban Prosecutors for Individual Disciplinary Violations

Although it does not happen very often, judges have occasionally banned lawyers from their courtrooms. These cases ordinarily happen when a judge believes (sometimes incorrectly) that a lawyer has engaged in misconduct. Litigation about the appropriateness of the ban sometimes ensues. Appellate

55. *Id.* at 57–58.
56. *See id.* at 43–44.
57. *See id.* at 49.
59. *See Zacharias & Green, supra* note 52, at 1344.
60. *See id.* at 1345–46.
61. *Id.* at 1348.
courts seem reluctant to wade into this thicket however and thus the legality of such bans is unclear. I highlight a few cases.

In 2014, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals banned a highly accomplished defense attorney who handled pro bono capital cases from appearing before the court for one year. The Court of Criminal Appeals is the highest criminal court in Texas. Its stated reason for the ban was that the attorney had missed the deadline to file a motion for a stay of execution, in violation of the court’s local rules. The one-year ban on appearing in the court resulted in considerable media coverage.62 The lawyer, as well as hundreds of other lawyers filing as amici curiae, argued that the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals lacked the authority to ban a lawyer from the courtroom because the Supreme Court of Texas has the exclusive authority to regulate the practice of law in the state.

The Supreme Court of Texas refused to intervene, noting that it lacked jurisdiction over the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals63 and that in any event, the criminal court was exercising disciplinary action over the lawyer, rather than setting the requirements to practice law.64

Another Texas case is perhaps more on point because it involves a judge banning a prosecutor from the courtroom. In Houston, a federal judge with a history of erratic behavior got upset with a federal prosecutor who had missed a pretrial discovery deadline.65 The judge made sexist comments about the prosecutor and then dismissed the charges against the defendant. The government successfully appealed the dismissal and the Fifth Circuit criticized the judge.66 A few months later, when that same prosecutor appeared before the trial judge on a different case, the judge excused her from a pretrial hearing and then asked her to leave a subsequent hearing a few days later.67 The U.S. attorney asked the Fifth Circuit to stay the case so that he could appeal the prosecutor’s ejection, but the Fifth Circuit denied the stay.68

Other courts have banned prosecutors from their courtrooms because of misconduct. For instance, a Pennsylvania trial court judge declared a mistrial in a firearm possession case because of a credible allegation that the prosecutor had threatened a witness. The judge then banned the prosecutor from her court:

I have been on the bench for 31 years. In that 31 years I have never once banned anyone from my courtroom . . . . However, Mr. Sachs, you are
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63. Texas has a bifurcated court system, with the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals being the highest criminal court.
64. See In re Dow, 481 S.W.3d 215, 223 (Tex. 2015). The idea that disciplinary action is somehow different than regulation of professional conduct is not particularly persuasive though. If a court can discipline a lawyer after he commits misconduct, it is not clear why the court cannot proactively impose training on a lawyer to prevent misconduct in the first place.
65. See Brief of Plaintiff-Appellant, supra note 12, at 4–5.
66. See United States v. Swenson, 894 F.3d 677, 681 n.3 (5th Cir. 2018).
67. See Banks & Olsen, supra note 17.
68. See id.
banned from my courtroom. I can no longer trust you. I find you to be sneaky. I find you to be able to backdoor people, and you’re not allowed in my courtroom.69

It does not appear that the district attorney’s office challenged the ban, nor that the judge otherwise retracted her ruling.70

In addition to banning prosecutors, some judges have ordered prosecutors to undergo training. The best-known case arose from the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals litigation in a federal court in Brownsville, Texas. The judge believed that prosecutors had lied to the court about when deportation delays would go into effect. In response, the court ordered thousands of lawyers from the U.S. Department of Justice (almost none of whom were involved in the litigation) to attend a legal ethics course taught by an independent expert.71 The Justice Department contested the order and the judge eventually backed down and withdrew the training requirement.72 More recently, a federal judge in the Southern District of New York became incensed when federal prosecutors belatedly turned over favorable evidence and attempted to bury it in the middle of other documents. The judge “ordered every federal prosecutor in Manhattan to read her decision criticizing the prosecution failures.”73

In sum, there are examples of trial judges imposing courtroom bans, but there are very few appellate decisions on the legality of such bans. As described below, there is clearer and more robust authority with respect to prohibiting lawyers from other jurisdictions from appearing pro hac vice.

C. Pro Hac Vice Motions and Trial Judges as Gatekeepers

When clients hire out-of-state lawyers to represent them, the lawyers must file pro hac vice motions so that they can appear in courts where they are not admitted to practice.74 Courts do have power to reject pro hac vice motions though, when the lawyers have a history of ethics violations, the

---

70. See Email from Frank Walker, Couns. for the Def., to author (June 23, 2020) (on file with author).
lawyers would frustrate the litigation process, they appear not to understand the jurisdiction’s rules, or attorneys appear to be generally uncivil.\footnote{75. See Michael A. DiSabatino, Annotation, Attorney’s Right to Appeal Pro Hac Vice in State Court, 20 A.L.R. 4th 855 (1983). Courts can also revoke pro hac vice status, although to do so typically requires that the lawyer have violated an ethics rule. See, e.g., United States v. Nolen, 472 F.3d 362, 375 (5th Cir. 2006) (“We agree with the Eleventh Circuit that once a district court has admitted an attorney to practice before it pro hac vice, it may revoke that attorney’s admission if, after following the proper disciplinary procedure, it concludes that the attorney violated a clearly identifiable ethical rule.”).}

For instance, a federal district court denied pro hac vice admission to a lawyer who had seemingly lied about being denied pro hac vice status in the past and who incorrectly represented that he had not been sanctioned in the past. The court explained that “[w]hen forewarned with a substantial amount of evidence that an attorney is likely to hinder the litigation process, a court should not and cannot be forced to grant a pro hac vice application of that attorney.”\footnote{76. Kampitch, 405 F. Supp. 2d at 218 (quoting Kohlmayer, 124 F. Supp. 2d at 882).} Other courts have similarly recognized that pro hac vice admission can be denied even when there was no official disciplinary action in the state where the lawyer is barred.\footnote{77. See Bundy v. State, 455 So. 2d 330, 348 (Fla. 1984) (“[C]ourts of this state are not bound by the lack of disciplinary action in other states in determining whether an attorney should be admitted to the bar pro hac vice.”).}

Judges have also denied pro hac vice motions when it appeared the lawyers did not understand the court’s local rules. In a case in the Southern District of New York, a lawyer filed a substantive motion before filing the pro hac vice motion to be admitted in the first place. The court concluded that by submitting the substantive motion, the lawyer may have engaged in unauthorized practice of law. In denying the pro hac vice motion, the court explained that

this Court must have some reasonable assurance that such attorney is familiar with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Local Rules for the Southern District of New York, this Court’s Individual Rules, and the customs and practices of this Court. In light of the actions that plaintiffs’ counsel has taken in the instant litigation to date, this Court lacks such a reasonable assurance.\footnote{78. Erbacci, Cerone & Moriarty, Ltd. v. United States, 923 F. Supp. 482, 485–86 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).}

The court also explained that “[t]he interests of judicial economy militate against permitting attorneys who are not competent to practice before this Court to appear pro hac vice.”\footnote{79. See id. at 486.}

In addition to denying pro hac vice admission for lying, ethics violations, and misunderstanding of local rules, courts have also rejected admission for general incivility. For instance, a federal judge in New Jersey pointed to a lawyer’s poor courtroom behavior and general incivility (for instance calling opposing counsel a “fat pig” four times) in denying admission. The judge explained that “[c]ourts can use their discretion to deny the privilege of pro hac vice admission to attorneys who consistently act in an uncivilized...
manner, regardless of whether formal ethical complaints have been made against the pro hac vice applicant.\textsuperscript{80}

Of course, the pro hac vice cases are not a perfect precedent for concluding that trial judges have the power to demand that prosecutors complete prosecutorial misconduct training before being able to handle cases in their courtrooms. The reason is that prosecutors are already admitted to the bar and any further obligations imposed by trial judges would seemingly exceed the statewide rules for practicing law. Put differently, there is a difference between judges carefully vetting lawyers who are seeking permission to appear from out of state and screening lawyers who are already licensed in that jurisdiction.

At the same time however, the pro hac vice cases provide a useful analogy for trial judges’ power to impose mandatory prosecutor training. The pro hac vice cases tell us that trial judges are the gatekeepers of the courtroom. The trial judges are supposed to take steps that will prevent future ethics violations, incivility, and rule violations. As the Ninth Circuit has explained with respect to defendants’ choice of counsel:

“A defendant’s right to the counsel of his choice includes the right to have an out-of-state lawyer admitted pro hac vice.” However, the Sixth Amendment right to chosen counsel is not absolute; it can be abrogated to serve a “compelling purpose.” Ensuring the ethical and orderly administration of justice is one such purpose.\textsuperscript{81}

Similarly, as one court explained in revoking a defense attorney’s pro hac vice status, the court must balance a defendant’s “constitutional right to retain counsel of his choice ‘against the need to maintain the highest standards of professional responsibility, the public’s confidence in the integrity of the judicial process and the orderly administration of justice.’”\textsuperscript{82}

Imposing training obligations on prosecutors serves to ensure the ethical and orderly administration of justice. Prosecutors who are specifically trained to avoid \textit{Brady}, \textit{Batson}, and other types of prosecutorial misconduct are less likely to violate the rights of criminal defendants and thus less likely to undermine justice.

Moreover, requiring that prosecutors undertake training before handling cases in a courtroom is a minor imposition in comparison to the possible benefits of such training. While training may save a defendant from being unjustly convicted, the cost to the district attorney’s office is only a few hours of time to update prosecutors’ legal education. By way of comparison, imposing a training mandate is far less of an imposition on prosecutors than


\textsuperscript{81} United States v. Ries, 100 F.3d 1469, 1471 (9th Cir. 1996) (citations omitted) (first quoting United States v. Lillie, 989 F.2d 1054, 1056 (9th Cir. 1993); and then quoting United States v. D’Amore, 56 F.3d 1202, 1204 (9th Cir. 1995)).

rejecting a pro hac vice motion and denying a defendant the attorney of his choice.

CONCLUSION

Scholars and reformers typically turn to ethics codes, disciplinary bodies, and appellate courts to deal with the problem of prosecutorial misconduct. Trial judges have played a minimal role. In rethinking regulation of lawyers and the role of courts, we should place more power and faith in the hands of trial judges.

Historically, trial judges have played no role in determining which prosecutors are assigned to their courtrooms and how much training those prosecutors receive to avoid misconduct. In medium-sized and large jurisdictions, a single judge can begin to change the status quo though. By requiring prosecutors to complete adequate training in prosecutorial misconduct before allowing them to handle cases in their courtrooms, judges can initiate a race to the top. In an effort to avoid losing better-trained prosecutors, other judges will follow the first mover and demand the same or better training for prosecutors in their courtrooms. District attorneys’ offices will be forced to provide better training to their prosecutors, which in turn should reduce accidental prosecutorial misconduct.

To be clear, the legal basis for trial judges imposing a training prerequisite is debatable. On the one hand, we should be reluctant to let judges burden lawyers’ ability to practice law, especially when the attorneys have otherwise satisfied the jurisdiction’s rules for admission to practice. On the other hand, the burden on prosecutors to complete the required training would be minimal. And trial judges do exercise inherent authority in comparable situations, such as ruling on pro hac vice motions and banning lawyers from their courtrooms when exercising their disciplinary authority.

While the legality of trial judges’ power to insist on training prerequisites might be debatable, forward-thinking courts should find a way to uphold it. The traditional modes of dealing with prosecutorial misconduct—ethics codes, disciplinary bodies, public shaming, and reversing convictions—have not worked. If we want to rethink the role of courts in regulating lawyers, we should put more faith and power in the hands of the judges on the front lines who deal with prosecutors and prosecutorial misconduct most often.